COMPANY INFORMATIONS
Team name: PoliTOcean
State: Italy, Turin

TEAM MEMBERS AND ROLES

Balvis Massimo
Ruggiu Riccardo
Sivieri Flavio
Gallotti Davide
Martellone Lorenzo
Stagi Roberto
Sabino Nicola
Cota Davide
Pettinelli Angelo
Iurlaro Gabriele
Alasio Matteo
Scantamburlo Damiano
Sciortino Dario

CEO and CFO
CTO and Electronic Chief Engineer
Pilot and Fluid Dynamic Supervisor
Software Engineer
Software Engineer
R&D Responsible and Software Engineer
Software Engineer
Software Engineer
Software Engineer
Electronic Engineer
Safety Officer and Electronic Engineer

Bartolotti Giulia
Silvestro Simone
Pertosa Federico
Ronco Andrea
Calasso Giuseppe
Musso Emanuele
Pavone Federico
Greco Tommaso
Salvatelli Michele
Rosato Giovanni
Grilli Gianmarco
Valpreda Adele
Masnovi Patrick

Electronic Engineer
Electronic Engineer
Electronic Engineer
Electronic Engineer
Mechanical Chief Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechatronic Engineer
Mechatronic Engineer
Mechatronic Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
Materials Engineer
Graphic Designer

ROV SPECIFICATIONS
ROV name: AIDA

DESIGN AND BUILT TIME
Over 1.200 hours of work

SPECIAL FEATURES
3 degrees of freedom robotic arm, attitude and quote control, auto pilot

DIMENSIONS
Length Width Height
430 mm 500 mm 430 mm

TOTAL COST
USD 9,700

ROV MASS
15,5 Kg

SAFETY FEATURES
Shrouded trust, Remote power off and Automatic notion disabling in case of disconnection